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Abstract

A model of dynamic labor demand under monopolistic competition is derived
and estimated using manufacturing data from European countries and the U.S.
While there is little evidence of significantly higher quadratic adjustment
costs in Europe, the overidentifying restrictions implied by the model
estimated under rational expectations are not rejected for most European
economies. We interpret this finding as well as low covariance of estimated
residuals across these countries as implying the absence of operative
quantity constraints on firms.
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The dismal labor market performance in Europe despite a

significant slowdown in real wage growth poses a significant

challenge to the conventional "wage gap" wisdom of the last

decade, which maintains that excessive labor costs continue to

represent the most important barrier to a sustained expansion of

employment. ' That the slowdown in real wage growth has borne

little fruit has prompted many influential analysts including

Tobin (1984), Layard et al. (1984), and Bruno (1986) to interpret

high unemployment and slow employment growth as Keynesian

phenomena;	 i.e.	 attributable	 to	 nominal rigidities	 and

insufficient aggregate demand.

The neoclassical explanation of persistence in employment,

which despite its rich tradition in the American literature has

received little attention in European circles,	 appeals to

quasifixity of labor due to fixed costs or costs of adjustment.

In addition to costs inherent to the factor labor (0i 1962,

Becker 1964, Nadiri and Rosen 1969, Sargent 1978),

institutionally mandated job tenure arrangements and severance

pay can also generate significant noncompensation labor costs,

and there is a widespread perception among economists who study

Europe that these costs may be significant in explaining the

1
See Bruno and Sachs (1985). Average growth in manufacturing
compensation per hour divided by the output deflator for
manufacturing averaged over the period 1980-1984 (compared to its
value over 1975-1979 in parentheses): 0.4% (3.0%) in the United
Kingdom, 3.1% (5.8%) in France, 2.6% in West Germany (4.7%), and
1.0% (4.8%) in Sweden. Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics.



current employment malaise (Lindbeck 1982, 	 Soltwedel 1984,

Belassa 1984, Emerson 1986).

In this essay we investigate two issues. The first is the

plausibility of the adjustment cost rationalization of European

employment behavior, and implicitly, the high persistence

observed in European unemployent rates. The second is the

appropriateness of the goods market clearing paradigm in the

European context. As noted above, much discussion of the

European unemployment problem has focused on the effects of

contractions in aggregate demand and presumed that quantity

constraints are operational for some fraction of or all firms.

In order to address these issues, we analyze a model of dynamic

labor demand under monopolistic competition with a variety of

non-wage,	 non-compensation costs. This approach allows for

particular types of deviations from the competitive paradigm,

while maintaining the assumption of a cleared goods market. After

analyzing some of its properties, we estimate the model with

manufacturing data from eight European economies and the US. 	 By

comparing parameter estimates across industries and countries, we

hope to gain insight into the relevance of these costs. 	 At the

estimation stage, tests of overidentifying restrictions are used

to bring evidence to bear on the appropriateness of the model.

For the nine economies examined, there is little evidence of

quadratic external adjustment costs at annual sampling

frequencies.	 There is some empirical support for Oi's (1962)

model of fixed labor charges, suggesting that marginal revenue

product deviates from product wages in equilibrium by the
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amortization of fixed human capital costs, or to the extent that

firms offer premia to reduce labor turnover. These estimated

fixed costs are significantly higher in Europe, suggesting a

potential role for institutions in explaining cross-country

differences; on the other hand, they are not capable in the

current model of generating slow adjustment to factor cost

changes. A more significant finding is the acceptance of the

overidentifying restrictions for manufacturing in most European

countries, in contrast to the US. We interpret these results as

evidence that that most European manufacturing sectors are not

output constrained, as a first approximation.	 The lack of

correlation of computed expectational errors (residuals of the

estimated Euler equations) across these countries provides

additional support for this interpretation.

The plan of the paper 	 is as follows. The institutional

factors in Europe that could induce differences in labor costs

are reviewed in Section 1. 	 In Section 2, we develop a model

of a monopolistically competitive firm facing fixed labor costs

and costs	 of	 adjustment.	 After characterizing	 optimal

employment policies for the representative firm, we examine the

implications of aggregate product market equilibrium, given the

expected path of nominal wages. Under conditions of flexible

prices	 and complete	 information about the current price,

shifts in the demand curve faced by the representative firm have

no independent influence on the hiring decision not already

summarized in the product wage, a conclusion similar to that of
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Solow (1986). We examine and discuss the effects of the model's

parameters on aggregate employment dynamics in Section 3. In

Section 4, the model is estimated and the overidentifying

restrictions implied by rational expectations are tested; the

results are then compared and discussed. Section 5 summarizes

the results.

1.	 The Institutional Rationale for Differential Fixed and
Adjustment Costs 

It is well understood that, for a variety of reasons, it may

not be optimal for a firm to adjust production immediately or

completely to changes in relative factor prices. In his classic

paper, Oi (1962) showed that sunk costs of search, hiring, and

training of employees induce firms to retain some workers in

periods of subnormal demand. Because labor is not perfectly

homogeneous, these fixed costs on the part of the employer render

labor a quasi-fixed factor in production; the long-term nature of

employment relationships is further evidence that labor possesses

characteristics similar to capital. Sargent (1978), Kennan

(1979), Meese (1980), Pindyck and Rotemberg (1983), and Shapiro

(1986) have modelled the quasifixity of labor as a result of

increasing costs of adjustment, reflecting the stylized fact that

firms prefer to maintain a constant or steady path of

employment.
2

2Firms may prefer stable employment if reputational loss is
associated with highly variable hiring (Bils 1985), or may simply
be increasingly unable to absorb sudden large increases (or
endure sudden large decreases) in employment.
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In addition to costs inherent to the factor labor and the

"market" on which it is traded, institutional arrangements are

also capable of generating costs of adjusting employment. The

most obvious of adjustment costs is severance pay or relocation

benefits. These may be modelled externally as direct accession

or dismissal costs, which are linear or convex in the change,

or as imputed fixed costs, to the extent that the employer

imputes to each newly hired employee 	 the expected discounted

value of the severance benefit, regardless of whether or not the

cost is actually incurred.

Institutions designed to enhance job security play a more

prominent role in Europe than in the US. In the United Kingdom,

the Redundancy Payments Act (1965) mandates severance pay in

certain cases, part of which is borne by the firm. The Industrial

Relations Act (1971) establishes rights against unfair dismissal,

and Employee Tribunals exist to mediate difficult cases; the

Employment Protection Act (1975) further developed these rights.
3

In the Federal Republic of Germany, dismissals are governed by the

Kundigungsschutzgesetz (Employment Notice Act). A quit or layoff

requires prior notice and the mandated notification period ranges

from two weeks to three months, depending on the experience and

classification of the employee. Institutional arrangements may

induce convexity in hiring and firing costs; layoffs of roughly

10%	 or more of the work force at large firms require 	 the

accession of the works council (Betriebsrat), consisting of

3
Nickell (1979) provides a detailed discussion of the structure of
labor costs in Britain. Effects of the Employment Protection Act
of 1975 are surveyed by Daniel and Stilgoe (1978).
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elected employee representatives. In such cases, severance

bonuses for laid-off employees are mandated, which can amount to

as much as eighteen months' net pay. Individual layoffs can be

challenged in labor court, and employers often find the

severance bonus an attractive form of "in-court settlement,"

which the German legal system explicitly encourages. Soltwedel

(1984) has documented the rise of both court cases and severance

costs in the Federal Republic of Germany, and we reproduce his

findings below in Table 1.

Given the large degree of convergence in employee protection

legislation in the European Community (see Emerson 1986), the

institutional patterns in other European countries do not differ

significantly from the UK and Germany. Until recently, all layoffs

in France required official approval, and in firms with more

than ten employees can be a lengthy, bureaucratic process.
4

Italian workers	 are	 generally	 guaranteed	 a	 severance

payment when dismissed. 	 Austria,	 despite	 its relatively

impressive unemployment record, has job tenure regulations almost

identical to those of Germany. 	 The Scandinavian and Benelux

countries possess similar institutional job tenure protection

arrangements. In contrast, the US labor market is relatively

unfettered, and "costs of adjustment" are generally regarded in

the US literature as inherent to labor markets and the technology

of work.
5

4
See the OECD's 1985 Economic Survey of France, p.42. Bacot et.al.
(1977) provide institutional description and assessment of these
restraints.

5
For an opposing view, see Piore (1986).
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Table
Legally Contested Layoffs and Awarded Damages,

Federal Republic of Germany. Selected Years, 1969-1981

Adjudicated Court Cases Awarded Damages*

Year 000s % of Layoffs DM DM/Layoff
(Mill.) (1972-100)

1969 37.3 0.6 67.8 44.0

1972 61.5 0.9 157.7 100.0

1975 123.6 2.0 544.9 370.8

1978 119.1 1.8 657.3 439.1

1981 146.0 2.3 1174.5 755.3

Source: Soltwedel (1984).
*Manufacturing only.



As is well understood, these natural and institutional

aspects of employment are capable of inducing inertial behavior

as the optimal response to exogenous changes in the firm's

environment. Under noncompetitive conditions, fixed or sunk costs

can induce short run labor hoarding in downturns and cautious

hiring behavior when changes in relative prices are perceived to

be temporary (0i 1962). As with fixed hiring costs, linear costs

of adjustment generally have no effect on adjustment speed, but

convexity can induce a slow response to changes in the firms

economic environment even if changes in relative prices are

perceived as permanent (Sargent 1978).

2. A Model of Dynamic Labor Demand under Monopolistic 
Competition

In this section a model is presented that attempts to

capture institutional idiosyncracies discussed above in a form

susceptible to econometric estimation. It is a hybrid of two

important ideas in the macroeconomics literature. In light of the

previous discussion, we admit a role for costs of adjusting labor

input from the firm's perspective, thus extending the work of

Sargent (1978,1979), Kennan (1979), Meese (1980), Pindyck and

Rotemberg (1983), and Shapiro (1986).	 Second, we recognize the

potential value of monopolistic competition (MC) models in

macroeconomic analysis. Dissatisfaction with both fix-price

disequilibrium models and the perfect competition paradigm has

spawned much work in MC models in recent years; imperfect

competition models allow for the possibility of price setting

behavior by firms, while subsuming perfect competition as a
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special case.
6

Consider an economy comprised of M identical firms, each

engaged in the production of a single, differentiated good. The

representative firm faces an (inverse) demand curve for its

product

p
t
/P

t
 - (a

t
/q

t
)
b	( 1 )

with 135.b:s.1, where pt and qt are period t price and quantity of the

firm's output,	 P
t 

is the value added price deflator for the

industry, and at is a demand shifter. Equation ( 1 ) is easily

derived from first	 principles;	 it is sufficient for the

representative agent to maximize time separable utility that is

weakly separable in some numeraire and an equally weighted CES

index of the q.,j-1,...,M. In this case, the economy price P is

also a CES index of the M prices. 	 For an extended discussion,

see Hart (1982), Kiyotaki (1985), or Blanchard and Kiyotaki

(1986). For simplicity we have assumed that goods enter the

utility of the representative agent symmetrically and with equal

and constant elasticity of substitution, 1/b; henceforth we

suppress subscripts for the firm.	 Note that the case of perfect

competition is mimicked by the case b-O; i.e. when all goods are

perfect substitutes. ?

Each firm employs an identical isoelastic technology to

produce output q t from labor Lt:

6
See Hart (1982), Weitzman (1982), Akerlof and

Kiyotaki (1985), Mankiw (1985), Blanchard (1986)
Kiyotaki (1986), and Layard and Nickell (1986).

7
Note that 13-43 is slightly stronger than perfect
implies fixed relative prices as well.

Yellen (1985),
, Blanchard and

competition; it

9



q
t
 – A

t
L
t
a	 ( 2 )

with a>0. The term A
t
, which is observable to the firm but not

to econometricians, is a multiplicative productivity factor that

subsumes technical progress, technological shocks, as well as the

cumulative effect of long term changes in the capital stock.
8

We

impose no statistical properties on A t except the relatively

innocuous one that it not "grow too fast." More precisely, we

require that

Et [lim (fl D .)A .P .] – 0
t+3 t+1 t+1

where D
t
 is the one-period nominal discount factor applied in t

to nominal cash flows in t+1.
9

Labor is hired at nominal compensation rate W
t 
per employee

in a competitive labor market. In the time horizon at which the

hiring decision is taken, labor is a variable factor; hence any

per worker fixed costs, actual or imputed, are also treated as

variable. These are modeled as a charge of P
t
F per worker per

period. When positive, they represent amortized non-firm

specific human capital costs corresponding to the "quasi periodic

rent" of Oi (1962); they could also include imputed reserves set

aside for future severance payments. 	 One could imagine a

perfectly competitive insurance industry that for premium F will

assume all severance payment liabilities; F represents what the

firm would charge itself if such insurance were unavailable.

Negative F would then correspond to additional surplus (due to

8
With suitable normalization, ( 2 ) can be viewed as a Cobb-
Douglas production function with fixed short run capital stock.

9
Similar conditions are imposed in Sargent (1978,1979).
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firm specific capital investment)with which firms bribe employees

to remain with the firm (Becker 1964, Hart 1984), or may

represent an external employment subsidy from the government.

In addition, the firm faces convex external costs	 of

adjusting employment which we model as linear and quadratic in

terms of economy-wide value added,

P
t
[c(L

t
-L
t-1

) +
tt-1

)2] 
'

where d>0. With this formulation we hope to capture both market

and institutionally induced adjustment costs discussed in the

previous section. Since we implicitly assume a fixed single

shift, employees and man-hours move together. 	 Expected real

profits at time t are given by

i
c

E
t
[1./p

t 
L [H D	 '{p .q	 (P .F + W .)L .

	

t+r	 t+1 t+1	 t+1	 t+1 t+1
i=0 7=0

-	 P	 .[c(L	 .-L	 ) + .5d(L	 .-L	 .	 )
2

1)]
t+1	 t+1 t+1-1	 t+1 t+1-1

Or

i
\lbp

Nab (A Lc'	 (P
t+i

F + W
t+i

)L
t+i

E
t
[1/4 	 [p D

t+r t+i t+i t+1'	 t+i
i=0 r-0

( 3 )

-	 P	 .[c(L	 .-L .	 ) + .5d(L	 .-L	 .	 )
2
])]

t+1	 t+1 t+1-1	 t+1 t+1-1

where E
t
 is the expectations operator conditional on information

available in t, p
t
 is a consumer price deflator and D

t
 is as

defined above. The firm chooses an optimal policy (L t } from the

positive orthant of the space of infinite sequences to maximize

( 3 ) given the history of employment summarized by Lt-i.

First order conditions that characterize the trajectory of the
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optimal employment policy (the so-called "Euler equations") are

for i=0,1 	

E
t

I	 P	 .a
b
a(1-b)A(1 .

-b) 
L
a .(1-b)-1 - P
	 .(F + c)

t+1	 t+1	 t+1	 t+1
- W

t+i

- ( 4	 )

d(Lt44+1--Lt+i)
Pt+i+lpt+i

Pt+i+lpt+ic

Note	 that the presence	 of	 market	 power (b>0) induces the

individual firm to care about the position of the demand curve

summarized by at ; if b-0, equation ( 4 )collapses to a model in

which the representative firm supplies all it wants without

influencing the price it receives (Sargent 1978 for example).

Equation ( 4 ) characterizes optimal employment paths for

individual firms , taking the behavior of other firms as given.

However,	 product market equilibrium in this monopolistically

competitive economy with symmetric firms and products is

characterized by the equality of all prices, i.e. Pt – Pt.

By	 ( 1 ) we have Q t–qt–at ; the Euler equation (4) for the

representative firm becomes for i-0,1,...

a-4
E[P.a(1-b)A.I..-P.(F+c) - W	 P .d(L .-L .	 )
Et t+1	 t+1 t+1	 t+1	 t+1	 t+1	 t+1 t+i-1

+P.D	 c+P.D	 d(L .-L . )]t+1+1 t+i	 t+1+1 t+i	 t+1 t+i-1

or, recalling that Qt–AtL7,

E
t
 [a(1-b)Q ./L	 - (F+c) - W ./P . - d(L .LL. )t+1 t+1	 t+1 t+1	 t+1 t+1-1

( 5 )

ll ( 6 )

-	 _l)	 – 0.
(Pt+i+1/Pt+i )Dt+ic	(Pt+i+1/Pt+i)Dt+id(Lt+i L

ti_i

Under the "working assumption" of firm and product symmetry,
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the Euler equation ( 6 ) constitutes an estimable relationship

from which deep parameters may be recovered. Note that in product

market equilibrium, the aggregate demand term a t plays no role

in the determination of employment.
10
 Only in the presence of

nominal rigidities (e.g., prices set in advance) are independent

demand effects possible in this model.

3. Implications of Model Parameters for Employment Dynamics:
An Excursion

In this section we investigate the role of parameters in the

model for the dynamics of employment. Because the nonlinearity

of Euler equations often precludes closed form solution, it is

rarely possible to make exact statements about employment

dynamics. Pindyck and Rotemberg (1983) have used simulation

methods to address these issues. In this section, we linearize

( 5 ) around an arbitrary steady state value and compute via

factorization the closed form dynamic relationship between

product wages and employment. It should be emphasized that this

is not a demand schedule for labor, since the representative firm

in this MC model actually determines the product wage, via its

joint hiring, production, and price decision, given a level of

nominal wages W. Rather, this equation is a characterization of

aggregate monopolistic competitive equilibrium. Under monopolistic

competition,	 the firm individually determines the product

wage;	 hence one may only correctly 	 speak of	 responses to

nominal wage disturbances, holding the level of demand constant.

10
This result also holds a fortiori for the static case; see

Blanchard (1986).
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Furthermore, this section invokes more restrictive assumptions

on the economic environment than were made previously.

Combined with the imposition of a transversality condition,

these	 assumptions are necessary to facilitate closed form

solution of current employment as a function of lagged

employment and the path of expected future product wages. Having

solved explicitly for this relationship, we may check the role of

the various parameters in determining A, the persistence or

dependence of current employment on its past. One should remember

that the linearization is only appropriate if A t has a a Wold

representation.
11

Equation ( 5 ) characterized the path of employment by the

following sequence of Euler equations, which we rewrite slightly:

a-1
E
t
[a(1-b)A .L	 - (F+c) - W ./P	 d(L .-L .	 )

t+1 t+1	 t+1 t+1	 t+1 t+1-1

( 7 )

+ (P . /P	 )D .c + (P . /P	 )D .d(L .-L	 )]	 0.
t+1+1 t+i t+1	 t+1+1 t+i t+1	 t+1 t+i-1

In order to solve for the relationship between L t	and the

sequence of expected future product wages and forcing variables,

given 
Lt-1' 

we first require two approximations. First, we fix the

real discount factor p tm at 13 for all t. This allows
(Pt+1/Pt)Dt

the factorization and forward solution of an appropriately

linearized difference equation.	 Second, we fix At
	and

approximate La
t 1 

with its first order Taylor expansion around L
o

:

o 
- (1-a)1, 

Lt
	( 8 )

11
If A t has a Wold representation, then the model may be linearized

around its deterministic component, and deviations will have a
time-invariant covariance structure.
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where
o

m (2-a)L
o
a-1

 and (D ag L(
o
a 2) . Finally, we assume	 that

(W/P) t is a covariance stationary stochastic process. We can then

rewrite ( 7 ) for i-0,1,... as

d(L.-L .	 )

	

1 t+1	 t+1	 t+1 t+1-1

( 9 )
+ cfi + dfl(Lt+i4.1 - Lt+i))

There are an infinity of "explosive" sequences of employment that

satisfy ( 9 ). With the exception of one path, however, these

are suboptimal and may be ruled out using 	 an	 appropriate

transversality condition:

	

Et [lim
t+i

L	 ] – 0	 ( 10 )t+i
j-kx,

This	 simply requires that employment not grow faster in

expectation than the real rate of discount. Solution of ( 9 ) and

( 10 ) proceeds by factorization; for details, see Sargent

(1979). The optimal employment rule for the firm at time t given

L
t-1 

is

CO

Lt –ALt-I-A/dY(W iEt [(Wg).+F + c(1-0) -2(1-i51)]
t+1

i=o

( 11 )

where A is the stable root (0<A<1) of the difference equation in

the lag operator implied by ( 9 ). Since A is less than one,

( 11 )	 will satisfy the transversality condition as long as the

(W/P)
t
 process has mean exponential order less than /3

-1
.
12

Equation	 ( 11 )	 does	 not appear	 at	 first	 glance

significantly different from the closed form labor	 demand

12
A sequence (Z ) is of less than exponential order b if for some

positive k and for all t, IZ t l < kx t , where 1<x<b (Sargent 1979,
p.196).
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schedule derived under perfect competition (Sargent 1978,1979).

Even if b is nonzero, the real product wage remains a sufficient

statistic for the state of the aggregate product market. The key

difference may be found in the stable root A, in which b figures

prominently:

A – 1+/3 -1+ Aa(1-a)(1-bA
1
/fid -)[1+fl-i+Aa(1-a)(1-b)41fld)12-4/3-1

2

( 12 )

To evaluate the impact of b, the degree of market power possessed

by the representative firm, on the speed of aggregate adjustment,

we differentiate:

I

[1+,61+Aa(1-a)(1-b)(3,1/fid]2
dA/db – (Aa(1-a)412fld)[

[1+0 -1+ Aa(1-a)(1-b)yfid)]
2
 -4fl

-1

The necessary condition for the existence of real, distinct roots

to the difference equation in the lag operator implied by

( 9 ) is [1-0-1+Aa(1-a)(1-bA1/fid)1 2 > 4fl 1 ; it follows that the

above expression is positive (negative) as long as a is less than

(greater than) 1.

Thus, market power held by individual firms for given d has

an impact on the speed of aggregate adjustment to cost (product

wage) shocks. For a<1 (decreasing returns to scale), increasing

market _power reduces the speed of adjustment to disturbances,

while in the increasing returns case (which in a growing economy

with adjustment costs is possible), an increase in market power

induces less persistence to shocks! Heuristically, this result is

due to the role of a in the concavity of expected profits with

li

16



respect to labor input, which in turn affects the firm's desire

to smooth production; if a<1, increases in b increase the

concavity of expression ( 3 ) in Lt, if a-1 (constant returns to

scale) there is no impact of market power on adjustment speed; if

a>l, increases in b reduce the concavity of expected profits in

employment, and thus vitiate the incentive to smooth production

over time.

To see that d, the quadratic cost of adjustment parameter,

is positively associated with the size of the stable root and

thus with the degree of persistence, differentiate A with respect

to d:

dA/dd– Aa(1-a)(1-b) y2Pd2{
Aa(1-a)(1-b)ypd

fl+p -1+ Aa(1-a)(1-b)41fid)12-4/3-1 	
11

This expression is likewise positive as long as there are

nonincreasing returns to scale in production (a51).

Inspection of ( 12 ) reveals that dA/dc	 dA/dF – 0; that

is, the parameters F and c have no effect on the adjustment speed

at the sampling frequency at which labor is fully variable. This

is analogous to the non-effect of linear costs of adjustment in

dynamic models of investment. On the other hand, if F represents

amortized expenditures on training (in value added terms), then

at some higher frequency they must have been fixed for the

individual firm. Hence in the "short run" they will look like

sunk costs and have no effect on the firm's decision; firms will

equate marginal product with marginal cost. 	 The degree of short

run	 persistence at	 higher sampling frequencies should be

17



positively related to F/(F+W/P), the fraction of tocal costs

represented by the fixed component (0i 1962).

4. Model Estimation

4.1. General Discussion of Euler Equation Models 

Estimation of first order conditions to dynamic optimization

problems (Euler equations) like ( 6 ) requires an auxiliary

assumption about expectations formation. An important econometric

strategy pioneered by Hansen and Singleton (1982) is to exploit

an implication of the rational expectations hypothesis, that the

expectational	 errors of decisionmakers are	 orthogonal	 to

information available when the expectations are formed. Defining

t+1	
D
t
(P

t+1
/P

t
)(c+L

t+1
) 	 (D

t
/P

t
)E

t
[P
t+1

(c+L
t+1

))
'

we have E
t

e
t+1 

= 0 and Et(kt e
t+1)a 

0 for all k
t
 in agents'

information set in period t. Theoretically, consistent estimation

is then possible by substituting actual employment and prices for

their expectations and instrumenting with variables known at time

t, including	 those	 dated t that actually appear in 	 the

estimated relationship.

In recent years, these Euler equations methods have emerged

as an important approach to estimating dynamic	 macroeconomic

models.
13
 Because they do not require closed form for estimation,

the econometrician has wide flexibility in choice of functional

specification. There is no need to specify the entire economic

environment (Le. the statistical exogeneity of forcing variables,

13
See Hansen and Singleton (1982, 1983), Pindyck and Rotemberg

(1983), Rotemberg (1984), Shapiro (1986), and Mankiw, Rotemberg,
and Summers (1985).
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as is required in full information/maximum likelihood

techniques. Assumption of covariance stationarity of the forcing

variables is also unnecessary. The discount factor D t , which may

change over time, need not be fixed as 	 in Sargent (1978).

Perhaps most importantly, because these stochastic 	 difference

equations	 are	 derived	 from	 first principles,	 when

estimated under rational expectations they are immune from the

Lucas (1976) critique. There are, however, important

limitations of Euler equation methods that deserve mention,

aside from the obvious one that first order conditions such as

( 6 ) ignore potentially important information contained in the

transversality condition ( 10 ).

First, the procedure outlined above will yield consistent

estimates only to the extent the Euler equation holds exactly in

each period. Put differently, the estimated residuals are by

assumption solely expectational errors, implying that the data

are free of any measurement error and the model is correctly

specified.	 As Pindyck and Rotemberg (1983) have argued, errors-

in-variables will induce correlation between the error term and

the variables and result in inconsistent estimation. They

suggest the use of a "conditioning set" which is a proper subset

of period t information that excludes variables	 actually

appearing in the equation. This remedy is valid, of course, only

as long as measurement error itself is not serially correlated.

Misspecification represents a more serious problem, and is

likely to be evident in the form of serially	 correlated

residuals, if the omitted variable is serially correlated.
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Because the residual from the estimated Euler equation is by

assumption expectational error, serial correlation might also be

present if a serially correlated, perhaps unobservable element of

the information set was omitted. In the former case the estimates

are inconsistent; in the latter case, consistent estimation is

not precluded, but the estimate of the variance-covariance matrix

of the asymptotic distribution of the parameter estimates is

incorrect. Two responses to the latter case are possible: one can

simply construct some robust estimate of the standard errors, or

exploit the covariance structure of the errors at the estimation

stage with a general method of moments estimator suggested by

Hansen (1982). In any case, the associated x2 test of the

overidentifying restrictions could bring evidence to bear on the

appropriateness of the model. On the other hand, a rejection of

the null does not reveal the source of misspecification, which

might be time aggregation, (the model is only correct at a higher

sampling frequency), an incorrect model, or the invalidity of

rational expectations. 14

Garber and King (1983) have recently criticized Euler

equation methods for ignoring classical "Cowles Foundation"

simultaneity/identification issues. In the context of estimating

an intertemporal efficiency condition in consumption, they show

that if there are two or more sources of unobservable behavioral

shocks, the model is in general unidentified. In their example,

this occurs because the expectational error consists of two

components that arise from technology and tastes. Without a

14
See Rotemberg (1984) for an interesting discussion of these and

related issues.
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priori restrictions the econometrician actually estimates a

weighted average of two relationships--the classic consequences

of an underidentified model. Using a substitution due to Shapiro

(1986) of Q for AO, we effectively avoid the problem, since

observed output actually contains the productivity shock. 	 Their

critique remains valid to the extent that our specification

of labor demand is not correct --alternatively, if there

is a second unobservable stochastic disturbance to the production

function. This however is not an "incredible" identification

assumption, but simply the maintained hypothesis that the model is

correct.

4.2. Data. System Specification, and Estimation Results 

Before estimation, two additional issues must be resolved.

First, in order to identify the production and MC parameters a

and b, which in ( 6 ) alone are only estimable as a(1-b), joint

estimation of equations ( 6 ) and ( 2 ) is necessary.	 Second,

the production function ( 2 ) must be specified in a way that

allows consistent estimation when the productivity process At

possesses a unit root, e.g., follow a random walk. Modelling At

as a deterministic trend plus a possibly serially correlated

disturbance will lead to inconsistent estimates under such

conditions (Nelson and Kang 1981). We model A t as a first order

integrated autoregressive process in its logarithm, thereby

allowing the possibility of a unit root. Taking logs of the
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production function and first differencing, yields

AlnQt — y + aAlnLt + vt	( 13 )

where 7 represents a (possibly zero) deterministic growth

component of A; v follows an AR(1) process: v t
— pv

t-1
+ti
t 

with

-1<p<1 and n white noise. We may then quasi-difference ( 13 )

with p to obtain the	 following	 system,	 in which	 the

production function is led one period so that the 	 two

disturbances coincide temporally:

E
t
[a(1-b)Q

t
/L

t
- (F + c) - W /P - d(L

t
-L

t-1
)

t t

+ (P
t+1

/P
t
)D

t
c + (P

t+1
/P

t
)D

t
d(L

t+1
-L

t
)] — 0

( 14 )

AlnQ
t+1

— pAlnQ
t
+ 7(1-p) + a(AlnL

t+1
-pAlnL

t
) + q

t+1	
( 15 )

Equations	 ( 14 ) and ( 15 ) were estimated with	 TSP's

nonlinear three stage least squares procedure on annual

manufacturing data from the United Kingdom, France, the Federal

Republic of Germany, Italy, Denmark, Belgium, Norway, Sweden,

and the United States. Data for estimation were obtained from

standardized annual aggregate manufacturing series published by

the Office of Productivity and Technology, US Department of

Labor.
15
 These data consist of roughly comparable nominal and

real value added, employee compensation (including employers'

contributions to social insurance, pensions, medical insurance,

and other extra wage benefits), and annual employment (dependent

status employees). Nominal short term interest rates used in

15
"Underlying data for indexes of output per hour, hourly

compensation, and unit labor costs in manufacturing, twelve
countries, 1950-1985"	 Release USDL 86-230.
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constructing Dt were obtained from the IFS (IMF) data bank; for

Italy, Denmark and Belgium, D was fixed as the simple average of

the available data. The conditioning set used as instruments in

estimation consisted of a constant, two lags of Q/L, W/P, P, and

D, and L lagged two periods.

The results are displayed in Table 2. 	 Heteroskedastic-

consistent standard errors and Hansen's (1982) J-statistics of

the remaining orthogonality conditions are also reported. 	 It

should be emphasized that the tests of the overidentifying

restrictions	 are	 appropriate only if the	 residuals	 are

conditionally homoskedastic and serially uncorrelated.	 Subject

to this caveat, the model is not rejected in most manufacturing

European sectors; only for France and the United Kingdom does the

J-statistic exceed the critical value at the 5% level. The model

is also rejected by US data. In addition to the reasons cited

above, the rejection of the overidentifying restrictions might

reflect output constrained labor demand in these countries.

This interpretation	 is supported by the statistical

properties of the computed residuals from the first equation,

which are equal to unanticipated profits at the margin for hiring

an additional unit of labor.	 Following Burda (1984),	 a

correlation matrix of these computed residuals was contructed

and is displayed in Table 2.3. If nominal shocks to demand were

not fully offset by movements in prices, 	 the model would be

misspecified, and systematic shocks to aggregate demand across

countries would be associated with systematic movements of

residual labor demand (and marginal excess profitability).
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Table 2
NL3SLS System Estimates European and US Manufacturing
(Estimated asymptotic standard errors in parentheses)

A A A A A A

Country a b F c d 7 p J(14)f

UK 1.044 0.137 0.980 0.885 0.511E-4 0.0321 0.398 34.6*
(62-82) (.532) (.499) (.140) (1.32) (.00027) (.0123) (.425)

FR Germany 1.004 0.262 0.00502 0.0233 -6.75E-6 0.0391 0.423 21.0
(62-83) (1.01) (.749) (.00057) (.0083) (.00087) (.0138) (.700)

France 1.452 0.531 1.212 17.77 0.00460 0.0486 0.476 33.4*
(52-83) (.364) (.119) (.405) (7.35) (.00476) (.0063) (.247)

Italy 1.759 0.688 -0.313 3.555 -0.00082 0.0373 0.214 12.4
(53-83) (.450) (.095) (.189) (.937) (.00063) (.011) (.361)

Belgium 1.003 0.156 93.0 126 0.625 0.0516 0.231 12.4
N.)
4=.

(62-83) (.412) (.347) (16.7) (407) (.498) (.0071) (.403)

Denmark 0.779 0.175 -0.019 0.198 2.44E-8 0.0408 0.323 13.0
(52-83) (.199) (.228) (.0093) (.078) 5.2E-8 (.00607) (.191)

Sweden 1.570 0.478 4.34 61.4 0.217 0.0458 0.898 3.66
(52-82) (.639) (.247) (12.3) (87.8) (.123) (.0434) (.256)

Norway 1.154 0.044 45.9 -200.0 0.146 0.0272 0.352 2.96
(52-83) (.360) (.381) (23.1) (146) (.528) (.007) (.526)

USA 1.282 0.403 0.00086 -0.00685 -1.62E-7 0.0234 0.213 24.5*
(52-83) (.251) (.117) (.00023) (.0032) (-9.4E-8) (.0072) (.310)

*Significant at the 5% level.
fFor Italy, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway: J(10)
Critical value at 5%: J(14), 23.7; J(10), 18.3.



Table 3
Cross-Country Correlations of Residuals from Euler Equations

UK

FR

GE

IT

BE

DE

NO

SW

US

UK

1.00

0.50

0.34

-0.25

0.71

0.24

0.05

0.63

0.42

FR

1.00

0.31

0.11

0.59

0.14

0.36

0.40

0.55

GE

1.00

0.14

0.29

0.14

0.17

0.35

-0.08

IT

1.00

-0.18

0.27

-0.24

0.08

-0.29

BE

1.00

0.23

0.30

0.63

0.24

DE

1.00

0.06

0.53

-0.15

NO

1.00

0.07

0.29

SW

1.00

-0.01

US

1.00
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Among those countries with J-statistics under the 5% critical

value (Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Belgium, and Italy),

the average cross-country correlation was 0.18; for the US,

France and the United Kingdom, the correlation was 0.49 (the grand

sample average was 0.21).

In general, the data provide only modest evidence for

monopolistically competitive price setting behavior, and support

the perfect competition paradigm in Europe as a working

hypothesis for aggregative analysis. The null of b–O is rejected

in Italy, France, Sweden and the US at conventional significance

levels; not coincidentally, in all four of these countries the

elasticity of output with respect to employment is estimated

greater than unity; steady state marginal revenue is declining in

employment if and only if a(1-b)<1.
16

The linchpin of the adjustment cost model is the quadratic

costs of adjustment parameter d, the rate at which marginal

costs of adjustment increase with the size of the adjustment. It

is statistically insignificant for all countries examined and is

often of the wrong sign. Table 4, which displays estimates of F,

c, and d in comparable terms, conveys the economic insignificance

of the quadratic cost of adjustment parameter.	 Albeit small

compared to product wage levels in 1984, the linear cost of

adjustment	 parameter c is often	 significantly	 estimated,

indicating	 asymmetry in costs to hiring and firing with the

16
If L is mismeasured, a may be estimated greater than 1

because of labor hoarding, which can be a response to market
power (b>0) and adjustment costs: perfectly competitive
firms can sell all they desire at the prevailing price and the
shadow price of hoarded labor is zero.
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Table 4
Estimates of F, c, and d, in Constant Local Currency Terms

Per Employee 

...
F

.
c

...
d

(14/13v)1984

United Kingdom 980* 0.88 5.11E-5 7075
(1980 pounds)

FR Germany 5023* -23.3* -6.75E-4 34500
(1976 DM)

France 1212* 17.8* 0.0046 42500
(1970 FF)

Italy -313000 3550* -0.152 3640000
(1970 Lira)

Belgium 93000* 127 0.625 745000
(1980 BF)

Denmark -18700* 19800* 0.024 99900
(1980 Kroner)

Norway 45910* -200 0.146 98100
(1980 Kroner)

Sweden 4342 61.4 0.218 96500
(1980 Krona)

United States 863* 6.80* -1.62E-7 14000
(1972 $)

*Statistically significant at the 5% level from Table 2.
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former more often costlier than the latter. As shown above,

however, this class of adjustment costs is incapable of

generating slow response to exogenous shocks.

Among the unobservable labor costs that are estimated, only

the F parameter, which subsumes all wage independent per employee

charges, is consistently statistically significantly different

from zero. Since F may be thought of as a wedge driven between

marginal cost and marginal revenue in ( 14 ), a negative estimate

may be interpreted as the premium paid to workers above their

marginal product. This might arise from employment subsidies or,

following Hart's (1984) interpretation, when human capital is

firm specific; not only is it unreasonable for the firm to expect

the employee to finance his human capital investment, but it is

in the firm's interest to offer a premium to reduce job turnover.

An objective of this paper	 is the	 comparison	 of

unobservable	 labor costs	 that may arise	 in differing

institutional contexts. The results presented in the last section

suggest	 focusing attention of the wage independent charge

parameter F. Direct comparison of estimates, however, which are

denominated in constant local currency units, 	 requires	 a

constellation of real exchange rates, which are unobservable.

A more attractive alternative procedure is the computation of the

ratio (IFIA IFI-144/P), which Oi (1962) argues will be positively

associated with quasifixity of labor. Using 1984 values of annual

per employee compensation levels, "Oi Ratios" were computed for

all countries and are presented in Table 	 5. If one assumes that

wage independent charges inherent to the sector (institution
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Table	 5
Estimated Oi Ratios IFI/(W/P+IFI) 

United Kingdom
(1980 pounds)

FR Germany
(1976 DM)

France
(1970 FF)

Italy
(1970 Lira)

*
0.12

*
0.13

*
0.03

0.09

Belgium
(1980 BF)

Denmark
(1980 Kroner)

Norway
(1980 Kroner)

*
0.32

Sweden	 0.04
(1980 Kroner)

*
United States
	 0.06

(1972 $)

	

*Statistically significant at the 5% level from Table 	 2.
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independent) are roughly constant across countries, the estimates

of F in manufacturing are consistent with the hypothesis that job

protection provisions in Europe have contributed to a higher

"wedge" or imputed charge on employment. In this interpretation,

employers in Europe require an extra positive margin, or reserve,

to compensate for the possibility of an expensive termination.

Since job tenure in the US is generally lower than in Europe,

these Oi ratios will understate the difference in impacts of

institutional arrangements, since amortization periods associated

with shorter job tenure in the US will presumably increase the

periodic charge, ceteris paribus.
17

Despite systematic differences across economies, it should

be stressed that in the current model, the F parameter has no

influence on the rate of speed at which labor demand responds to

exogenous disturbances. Hence, the acceptance of the model in

many European manufacturing sectors combined with the general

economic insignificance of quadratic adjustment costs estimates

shift the locus of employment persistence from factor demands to

the determinants of wages and productivity. Nonetheless, the

perfect competition paradigm seems a useful first approximation

to the actual behavior of these economies.

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we have investigated the behavior of European

manufacturing employment in the context of a partial equilibrium,

17
Recent OECD estimates of average job tenure, all persons, for the

US is 7.2 years; in France, 8.8 years; FR Germany, 8.5 years; the
United Kingdom, 8.6 years; Belgium, 8.0 years; Italy, 7.1
years (OECD Economic Outlook, 1984, p. 56, Table 31).
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representative firm model in which changes in labor input levels

are increasingly costly. This approach seems appropriate for

analyzing the European experience, given the multitude of

institutionally-induced impediments documented in the literature.

In addition, we attempt to incorporate a richer variety of

product market behavior by allowing firms to set prices in a

monopolistically	 competitive environment,	 in which perfect

competition is subsumed as a special case.	 We derive conditions

characterizing	 the optimal	 employment policy of	 the

representative firm in monopolistic competition equilibrium as an

estimable stochastic Euler equation.

Although we find little econometric evidence in support of

the view that current sluggish job creation in Europe is

attributable to adjustment costs, there is some evidence that

fixed per employee charges are more significant in European

economies than in the United States. We cannot, however, reject

the hypothesis that European manufacturing on average does not

face a sales constraint in markets for its output. This would

imply that European employment behavior can be adequately

explained by adverse combination of wage, product price, or

technological developments. That the model is rejected by US,

British, and French data suggests that nominal rigidities induced

by price setting may be significant in these countries.	 The

conclusions drawn from	 tests of	 the model's

overidentifying restrictions are supported by the cross-country

behavior of estimated expectational	 errors	 (Euler equation

residuals). Among those countries that passed the Hansen (1982)
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test of the overidentifying restrictions, estimated residuals were

considerably less correlated than among those that rejected the

model. If nominal rigidities are operational on an annual basis,

the conventional theories of "locomotives" would predict a high

systematic component in labor demand across countries that would

not be captured by the model. We regard these results as further

support for the "equilibrium view" of labor demand in Europe.
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